In the past few decades, Latin America has transitioned from a region that primarily “receives” immigrants to a region that primarily “sends” immigrants to other countries. The largest number of these migrants have come to the United States, but the direction and composition of Latin American migration are changing rapidly. The U.S. is no longer the only or even most preferred destination for Latin American migrants; the composition of migrants is more diverse than it has ever been in terms of gender, skills, nationalities and socio-economic status.

This course will help you develop your analytical and critical thinking skills and equip you with explanatory and empirical tools you need to begin learning about migration to and from Latin America.

This course explores intriguing questions such as:

- How many people are migrating and how do we count them?
- If migration is an individual decision, why does it occur in waves?
- If borders are increasingly open for goods and services, why are they closing for people?
- What rights should be given or denied to migrants or refugees?

For more information, please contact Yuriko Doku, OLLAS Project Coordinator, at ydoku@unomaha.edu or 402-554-3835. Connect with OLLAS: www.unomaha.edu/ollas  www.facebook.com/unoollas